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BEYOND THE GREEN: THE LEGAL LAND USE CONTROLS INVOLVED WITH GOLF COURSE CLOSURES

I. THE DRIVING RANGE OF ISSUES: AN INTRODUCTION ON FUTURE LAND USE PLANNING FOR DEAD GOLF COURSES

Behind the façade of manicured lawns and open vistas lies a grim truth about the state of golf – its demise in popularity. More accurately, the sport is falling victim to a mismatch in supply and demand between venues for play and willing players. According to the National Golf Foundation, golf course closures have outnumbered openings since 2006. In the late 1980s, golf surged in popularity for a solid twenty years, a period of time that saw over four thousand new courses around the country. Yet, the 2000s brought a downfall in regular players, equipment sales, ratings, and annual number of rounds played. Prominent golf industry executives trust that the sport’s passionate adherents will keep the game strong in the future, though they note challenges to overcome, particularly, rising costs, time commitments, financial and environmental sustainability, and accessibility to all.

5. See Gray, supra note 1 (attributing downfall to “one-two punch of recession and bad press” surrounding Tiger Woods in 2009).
However, this trend of closures may not quite mean the worst for invested property owners. Last year provided a rather strange situation for the game, in which its popularity surged due to COVID-19-related mandates of social distancing and working from home, which left people around the country with open schedules and a craving for outdoor socializing. Yet, uncertainty lingers as to whether the coronavirus-influenced revival of the sport will prove long-lasting. Prior to the pandemic, the golf industry attempted to market itself to a new generation of golfers by transforming the traditional culture of the sport into a wholly different experience, for example, through the Topgolf entertainment franchise. However, these attempts do not point to an assured sustainable future for the sport itself, as players continue to struggle with the affordability and time commitment that golf demands. If these obstacles remain still after the COVID-19 pandemic, golf course owners may consider the option of ceasing operations and selling the property to escape financial downfall, especially if the course is in decent shape. In other instances where the course is in worse condition, the decision to repurpose the course may not necessarily belong to the golf property owner.

7. See NGF’s 2019 Golf Industry Report Overview, supra note 3 (stating “soaring real estate values” and remaining facilities’ “stronger financial health”).
9. See id. (posing questions of lost revenue from closures, travel restrictions, tight municipal budgets, and de-urbanization).
11. See Karl Taro Greenfeld, The Death of Golf, Men’s J. (June 2015), https://www.mensjournal.com/features/the-death-of-golf-20150625/ [https://perma.cc/M3CP-5R9P] (noting attempts to rescue golf “by making the game faster, cheaper, and easier to play have all taken on an air of desperation”).
As the golf industry continues navigating its uncertain future, local governments and private owners must face the inevitable death of some golf courses. Golf operations will likely cease through government or developer buy-outs, or perhaps through owner sell-outs. In other situations, the golf course has already been left behind with its upkeep responsibilities neglected. Regardless of how it occurs, more communities are left with closures, condemnations, and abandonments.

As applied to these forms of golf course fatalities, this Comment will explore the interplay of three fundamental concepts of property law — takings, zoning, and covenants — and how they impose or mitigate obstacles in repurposing golf courses. The purpose of this Comment is not to debate whether government should interfere with private property rights of golf course owners, nor does this Comment serve to advocate for specific post-closure uses of golf course property. Instead, this Comment will inform of the government's available legal tools when a golf course quits operations, and aim to determine how such tools may strike a balance in providing overall net benefit to the surrounding community while achieving equitable results for the populations particularly impacted. Nonetheless, the policy and ethical questions involved

15. For further discussion on an example of problems associated with golf course ownership transfer, see infra notes 199-211 and accompanying text.
16. For further discussion of an abandoned golf course in Arizona tangled in ongoing litigation, see infra notes 199-211 and accompanying text.
17. For further discussion on a distinction between types of golf course closures, see infra notes 33-38 and accompanying text.
18. For further discussion of three land use controls' effectiveness in golf closures, see infra notes 212-294 and accompanying text.
may incidentally overlap with inquiries of the appropriate level of
government interference with private property rights or of the best
repurposed golf course land use. 21 Further, this Comment focuses
on government action as a necessary solution, implying generally
that local governments are more likely to achieve this balance
through informed zoning and takings decisions rather than private
individuals performing covenants. 22

Section II of this Comment provides the broad legal framework
behind the three relevant property law concepts, with its highest
focus towards government takings. 23 This overview looks at how
state courts have applied these principles of law to golf course con-
troversies, either where courses have been closed by government
action or where government acts in response to closures. 24 Further,
Section II will summarize the ethical theories involved when inter-
ests and benefits conflict between private landowners and the gen-
eral public, for which golf serves as an arena of discord. 25

21. See, e.g., Jedediah B. Forkner, Is the Illinois Equity in Eminent Domain Act
to adequately define “blight” warranting government interference through emi-
nent domain, with many definitions “based on vague concepts such as dilapida-
tion, obsolescence, and lack of community planning”); Adele Peters, Need land for
parks and housing? There are plenty of useless golf courses to repurpose, FAST COMPANY
(Mar. 6, 2019), https://www.fastcompany.com/90315242/need-land-for-parks-and-
housing-there-are-plenty-of-useless-golf-courses-to-repurpose (identifying compet-
ing interests in parks, conservation, residential development, affordable housing,
versus stereotypically wealthy golf course neighbors who oppose development in
their backyards).

22. See American Planning Association Chapter Delegate Assembly, APA Policy
policy/guides/adopted/takings.htm (describing taking and zonings as form of “police power”
where government may “intervene in private activity to protect the public health, safety and welfare”).

23. For further discussion of United States Supreme Court case law on tak-
ings, zonings, and covenants, see infra notes 51-137 and accompanying text.

24. For further discussion on state court treatment of issues, see infra notes
51-137 and accompanying text.

25. For further discussion on an overview of philosophical and political issues
posed by golf course ownership and operations, see infra notes 138-167 and accom-
panying text.
III introduces current golf course controversies that Section IV will analyze using the principles of law and ethics to ultimately recommend a strategy of government involvement in repurposing dead courses.26

By synthesizing three common land use controls with basic ethical and community considerations, this Comment will attempt to answer a million-dollar putt of a question: which means works the best?27 In other words, which legal tools are most instrumental in achieving the best outcome for the community when a golf course dies?28 There is no hole-in-one answer, as much depends on the factual scenarios of each course closure plus the underlying social, political, and ethical tensions between the concerned populations.29 Each tool serves different purposes generally, though combinations of other public policy practices can enhance their effectiveness.30 In consideration of those varying factors that ultimately point towards the end goal of community improvement, this Comment advocates for courts to maintain their deference towards the government action.31 As follows, government should invoke eminent domain foremost where possible to acquire the dead courses, and secondarily repurpose the land through rezoning and upholding covenants to the extent practicable.32

II. TEEING UP THE BALL: A BACKGROUND ON GOLF COURSE CLASSIFICATION, PROPERTY LAW, AND PHILOSOPHY OF LAND USE

At the outset, it is vital to understand the distinction between closed, condemned, and abandoned golf courses to properly visual-

26. For further discussion of current case studies in Ohio, South Carolina, and Arizona, see infra notes 173-211 and accompanying text. For further discussion of suggestions of best public policy for land use control uses on dead courses, see infra notes 212-294 and accompanying text.
27. For further discussion on a summary of rationale behind conclusion, see infra notes 295-303 and accompanying text.
28. For further discussion on the distinctions among eminent domain, rezoning, and covenant issues simplified, see infra notes 295-300 and accompanying text.
29. For further discussion of community tensions, see infra notes 161-167 and accompanying text.
30. For further discussion of benefits and drawbacks of each tool, see infra notes 173-294 and accompanying text.
32. For further discussion of ideal strategy of government involvement in repurposing dead courses, see infra notes 273-281 and accompanying text.
ize the land use controls involved.\textsuperscript{33} Closed courses would include those that shut down permanently due to decreased revenue or decline in demand.\textsuperscript{34} Abandoned courses are similar in that golf activities have ceased at the site likely due to similar causes, but there may be an added element of lack of maintenance for an extended period of time.\textsuperscript{35} Condemned courses, on the other hand, receive their designation specifically from government condemnation proceedings, which opens the golf course to acquisition by eminent domain.\textsuperscript{36} Abandoned and closed golf courses lend to better case studies for land use restrictions like zoning and restrictive covenants, whereas condemned golf courses lend directly to analyses of government takings.\textsuperscript{37} For the sake of consistency however, this Comment will hereinafter refer to all three categories collectively as ‘dead courses.’\textsuperscript{38}

In order to identify the legal tools available when faced with a dead golf course, the owner’s identity is a first-matter inquiry.\textsuperscript{39} Depending on the golf course’s ownership, different legal obligations flow, and this Comment touches upon three types of ownership schemes.\textsuperscript{40} First, as their name suggests, municipal golf courses exist under local governmental ownership, maintenance, and opera-

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{33} See Katherine M. Conners, \textit{Case Note: Property—Cities Gone Wild: The Expanding Definition of a Taking under Urban Renewal Projects—Johnson v. City of Minneapolis}, \textit{32 Wm. Mitchell L. Rev.} 1465, 1480 (2006) (noting property may be condemned, but plan for which property was condemned may also be abandoned, thereby leaving condemned property “completely undisturbed”).
\item \textsuperscript{34} See Victoria Sanchez, \textit{Why have so many DC-area golf courses closed since 2005?}, WJLA (June 17, 2019), https://wjla.com/sports/why-have-so-many-dc-area-golf-courses-closed-since-2005 (attributing expenses in upkeep and green fees for decision to end course’s lease).
\item \textsuperscript{36} See generally \textit{Fed. R. Civ. P.} 71.1 (providing rules governing condemnation).
\item \textsuperscript{37} For further discussion of golf course case law, see \textit{infra} notes 51-137 (discussing past use of inverse condemnations, takings, zoning, and land restrictions).
\item \textsuperscript{39} See, e.g., 26 Pa. Cons. Stat. § 103 (defining “condemnee” as “owner of a property interest taken, injured or destroyed” through eminent domain).
\end{itemize}
tion, such as through a town or city.\textsuperscript{41} Prerequisite to this ownership model, a state’s legislature must first confer upon the municipality the authority to undertake such responsibilities.\textsuperscript{42} Accordingly, ownership and operation is a legislative function upon which the municipality’s citizens may hold sway by the political process.\textsuperscript{43} Municipal golf courses may overlap with the second type, public golf courses, though public courses are distinguishable in that private individuals may operate them for both public use and commercial benefit.\textsuperscript{44} Thus, municipal golf courses can be considered a subset of public golf courses, though not all public golf courses are necessarily municipally-owned.\textsuperscript{45}

Further distinct from public golf courses is the third type examined in this Comment, private golf courses.\textsuperscript{46} These courses are marked by private membership to country clubs, which is different from privately owned courses that members of the general public may enjoy upon payment of a fee.\textsuperscript{47} Because of their associations with country clubs, private courses exist within a web of amenities provided to their members, which may include clubhouses, dining areas, pools, offices, bars, tennis courts, and other benefits.\textsuperscript{48} These distinctions of ownership, while subtle, are important to keep in mind to accurately gauge who comprises the ‘community’ surrounding the golf course – which thus frames the ethical questions of whose interest should receive higher legal protection.\textsuperscript{49} Furthermore, the distinction between non-government-owned courses

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{41} See 18A M\textsc{c}q\textsc{u}ll\textsc{i}n \textsc{m}un. \textsc{c}orp. § 53:142 (3d ed.) (characterizing municipal golf courses as “proprietary” function rather than “governmental” function).
\item \textsuperscript{42} See \textsc{w}est v. town of lake placid, 97 fla. 127, 143 (1929) (describing ownership and operation as “permissible municipal function”).
\item \textsuperscript{43} See \textsc{du}ran v. \textsc{c}assidy, 28 cal. app. 3d 574, 581-82 (1972) (holding city council’s “declaration of public purpose” to build and operate golf course was “essentially legislative” and subject to voter approval, thus not merely administrative decision in furtherance of legislative policy).
\item \textsuperscript{44} See, e\textsc{g}, \textsc{g}olf \textsc{c}oncepts v. \textsc{c}ity of \textsc{r}ochester \textsc{h}ills, 217 mich. app. 21, 23, 26, 32 (1996) (finding private, for-profit corporation operating course on leased city-owned property was “public park” but refusing property tax exemption).
\item \textsuperscript{45} See \textsc{g}enn\textsc{r}ich v. \textsc{z}urich \textsc{a}merican \textsc{i}ns. \textsc{c}o., 329 wis. 2d 91, 104 (wis. ct. app. 2010) (discussing employer’s duties for non-municipal public for-profit golf course).
\item \textsuperscript{46} See state, dep’t. of revenue v. \textsc{t}eague, 441 so. 2d 914, 915 (ala. 1983) (noting distinction between privately owned public golf courses and purely private golf courses).
\item \textsuperscript{47} See \textsc{id}. (upholding gross receipts tax on both courses).
\item \textsuperscript{48} See \textsc{algonquin} golf club v. state tax comm’n, 220 s.w.3d 415, 417 (mo. ct. app. 2007) (noting clubs’ solely social and recreational purposes and their not-for-profit, “break-even” revenue schemes).
\item \textsuperscript{49} For further discussion of how ‘community’ may differ depending on the tool at issue, see infra notes 138-152 and accompanying text.
\end{itemize}
from government-owned ones implies that government’s role will vary in the appropriate amount of involvement in the golf course afterlife.50

A. Par Three: A Trio of Land Use Tools

1. Takings

A “taking” refers to the Fifth Amendment’s allowance of the government to seize private property “for public use” as long as the government pays “just compensation” in return.51 For more typical issues of government overregulating private property, United States Supreme Court jurisprudence provides a standard path for determining whether a government taking occurs; first, if the government authorizes a “permanent physical occupation” against an individual’s property rights, this is referred to as a Loretto taking.52 This is characterized as a ‘per se’ taking where government action enables a physical invasion upon an owner’s property, for example by allowing the fixation of utility wires on a parcel of private real estate.53 This is a “very narrow” standard for a claimant to meet, as courts interpret Loretto takings to require an element of permanence behind the occupation.54 Absent this permanent impact, government may alternatively effectuate a Lucas taking if its regulation of property deprives the owner of all economically viable uses, meaning the government renders the owner’s property essentially valueless.55 An example of such would be government’s prohibition on private development because of the existence of wetlands

51. U.S. CONST. amend. V (“[N]or shall private property be taken for public use, without just compensation.”).
52. Loretto v. Teleprompter Manhattan CATV Corp., 458 U.S. 419, 421 (1982) (finding installation facilities on landlord’s property was taking requiring just compensation).
Lucas takings are often called ‘categorical’ regulatory takings, in which courts typically require the government regulation at issue to effectuate a “complete elimination” or “total loss” of economic value.57 Since Loretto and Lucas takings tend to be quite rare, the more common takings analysis stems from the Supreme Court case Penn Central Transportation Co. v. New York City.58 Here, the inquiry of whether a ‘regulatory taking’ has resulted from government regulation depends on an ad hoc balancing of several factors, i.e., the regulation’s economic impact on the property, the extent and interference with reasonable investment-backed expectations, and the characterization of the government action at issue.59 For economic impact, a Penn Central taking likely requires more than diminution or change in market value, as courts would find retention of significant value of the parcel weighs against the finding of a taking.60 The “investment-backed expectations” factor may require evidence that the property owner made expenditures or changed

56. See Loveladies Harbor, Inc. v. United States, 28 F.3d 1171, 1181 (Fed. Cir. 1994) (noting trial court’s finding of Corps of Engineers’ denial of permit left remaining property value “de minimus”).  
59. See Penn Central Transp. Co. v. New York City, 438 U.S. 104, 124 (1978) (noting Court’s inability to develop “set formula” instead of weighing factors). These are commonly called the ‘Penn Central’ factors, to which another synthesizing factor courts may weigh is consideration of the “parcel as a whole.” Steven J. Eagle, The Four-Factor Penn Central Regulatory Takings Test, 118 Penn. St. L. Rev. 601, 612 (2014) (noting “parcel as a whole” factor’s importance in temporary takings claims). At its time, the Penn Central decision was seen as a landmark decision for architectural preservation and heritage. See Warren Weaver Jr., Ban on Grand Central Office Tower Is Upheld by Supreme Court 6 to 3, N.Y. Times (June 27, 1978), https://www.nytimes.com/1978/06/27/archives/new-jersey-pages-ban-on-grand-central-office-tower-is-upheld-by.html [https://perma.cc/3SB5-VJF9] (predicting decision “to unleash a wave of new landmark designations by municipalities that have been hesitant to try to preserve commercial properties because of possible legal challenges”).  
60. See Dunes West Golf Club, LLC v. Town of Mt. Pleasant, 401 S.C. 280, 318 (2013) (finding “any change in market value of the Golf Course Property is merely an incident of ownership that is not compensable under the Fifth Amendment”).
development plans based on the government action.\textsuperscript{61} Lastly, when a court looks at the characterization of the government action, it understands that government regulation “involves the adjustment of rights for the public good,” though there is no precise formula to determine whether such “economic injuries caused by public action [should] be compensated by the government rather than remain disproportionately concentrated on a few persons.”\textsuperscript{62} Still, because members of the public both endure burdens and enjoy benefits from governmental restriction, “[n]ot all damages suffered by a private property owner at the hands of [a] governmental agency are compensable.”\textsuperscript{63} Altogether, a takings inquiry, whether through \textit{Loretto}, \textit{Lucas}, or \textit{Penn Central}, determines whether a regulatory action is “functionally equivalent to the classic taking in which government directly appropriates private property or ousts the owner from his domain,” which accordingly is a question of the severity of government’s burden upon its citizens’ property rights.\textsuperscript{64}

A golf course owner would likely challenge a government taking through an ‘inverse condemnation’ claim to recover the value of the property seized.\textsuperscript{65} The landowner must initiate this claim in response to an alleged taking, hence the ‘inverse’ to condemnation proceedings where government initiates the action to acquire the property through eminent domain.\textsuperscript{66} In either claim – legitimizing or challenging a condemnation proceeding – the party against the government must have a valid, enforceable property interest as a prerequisite basis for compensation.\textsuperscript{67} In the case of golf courses, that real property interest terminates when the lease expires with-

\textsuperscript{61} See \textit{id.} at 320 (noting no evidence of developer’s expenditures following town’s zoning decision).

\textsuperscript{62} \textit{Id.} at 315-16 (quoting \textit{Lingle v. Chevron U.S.A. Inc.}, 544 U.S. 528, 538 (2005)) (considering this determination question of “justice and fairness”).

\textsuperscript{63} \textit{Id.} at 316 (quoting Carolina Chloride, Inc. v. Richland Cty., 394 S.C. 154, 170 (2011)) (framing burdens as expense of “living and doing business in a civilized community” (quoting Kirby Forest Indust. v. United States, 467 U.S. 1, 14 (1984))).

\textsuperscript{64} \textit{Lingle}, 544 U.S. at 539-40 (observing \textit{Penn Central’s} large focus is “magnitude of a regulation’s economic impact and the degree to which it interferes with legitimate property interests”).

\textsuperscript{65} See \textit{Knick v. Twp. of Scott, Pa.}, 139 S. Ct. 2162, 2168 (2019) (noting direct contrast to condemnation claim where government initiates action to acquire, and noting claims arise in state court pursuant to state statute).


\textsuperscript{67} See \textit{id.} at 529, 532 (requiring “vested, legally enforceable property interest . . . for compensation in an inverse condemnation proceeding for loss of future business”).
out renewal.68 In instances where a golf course exists under an existing lease but the course sits idly, closed, or abandoned, then a takings proceeding appears most appropriate.69 Provided the owner of the dead course is unable to find another private owner to repurpose the land, this scenario may allow the government’s proactivity in recognizing and fulfilling the better future use of the property.70

As a form of government takings, the United States legal system has long recognized eminent domain as the common law right of government to take private property for its own public uses.71 The justification for this power expanded significantly sixteen years ago in Kelo v. City of New London, Connecticut, where the Supreme Court affirmed broad qualifications for “public use” and found economic development a sufficient public purpose for the taking of property.72 Kelo employed this expanded rule to validate a nonprofit development agency’s condemnation of private real estate in an urban neighborhood, which was purported for redevelopment to implement the agency’s urban revitalization plan that the city adopted.73 With condemnation of property as a weapon and a

68. See id. at 533 (“Here, the real property interest is inextricably intertwined with the business of operating the golf course. Without the former, the latter does not exist.”).


71. See Kohl v. United States, 91 U.S. 367, 375-74, 376 (1875) (describing right as belonging to United States with no requirement of consent from states).


73. See id. at 472-75 (stating revitalization plan designed to create jobs, increase tax revenue, and help “build momentum for revitalization of downtown New London”). The Kelo decision generated intense backlash, with polls showing over eighty percent of the public disapproving. See Ilya Somin, Opinion: The political and judicial reaction to Kelo, Wash. Post (June 4, 2015), https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/volokh-conspiracy/wp/2015/06/04/the-political-and-judicial-reaction-to-kelo/ [https://perma.cc/RQJ7-5QMH] (stating “opposition cut across conventional partisan, ideological, racial, and gender division... on which Rush Limbaugh, Ralph Nader, libertarians, and the NAACP were all on the same side”). Kelo is also described as one of the worst Supreme Court decisions. See Damon Root, John Paul Stevens Is Still Trying To Defend the Kelo Debacle, REASON (May 16, 2019), https://reason.com/2019/05/16/john-paul-stevens-is-still-trying-to-defend-the-kelo-debacle/ (arguing “destructive ruling paved the way for...
broad reading of ‘public uses’ as ammunition, local governments could thereafter use eminent domain with ease to transform the use of golf course land.74 However, note the distinction between eminent domain as a means to convert golf courses into other uses, versus a means to turn land into golf courses; this Comment focuses on the former.75 Still, repurposing land to create a golf course could satisfy the courts’ broad definition of public purpose anyway, as golf courses fit within permissible parks and recreation uses.76

In determining whether government’s use of eminent domain effectively benefits the community, an appropriate consideration is the government’s underlying agenda or intent in acquiring the golf course property.77 This focus on government intention relates back to the “public use” requirement for takings, which courts may define literally as public employment of the property right, or more broadly or comprehensively as any “[p]ublic advantage, convenience, or benefit . . . contribut[ing] to the general welfare and the prosperity of the whole community . . . .”78 Parks and recreational purposes serve a public use quite explicitly.79 Road expansion may also suffice.80 However, when government takes property for non-atrociuous real world consequences . . . [and] mangled the Takings Clause); see also Casey C. Sullivan, 13 Worst Supreme Court Decisions of All Time, FindLaw (Oct. 14, 2015), https://blogs.findlaw.com/supreme_court/2015/10/13-worst-supreme-court-decisions-of-all-time.html [https://perma.cc/T8DF-NM6J] (listing Kelo and Lucas decisions).


76. See Dornan v. Phila. Hous. Auth., 331 Pa. 209, 221-22 (1938) (“The taking of land for a public golf course or playground would be for a public use . . . [and] it is not essential that the entire community or even any considerable portion of it should directly enjoy or participate . . . in order to make its use a public one.”); see also Hanna v. Sunrise Recreation, Inc., 94 So. 2d 597, 601 (Fla. 1957) (describing park purposes).


79. See, e.g., Matter of Cty. of Suffolk, 333 N.Y.S.2d 686, 688 (1972) (allowing county to use parks and recreation purposes to condemn private venture that included golf course); see also William Bros. Lumber Co. v. Gwinnett Cnty., 258 Ga. 243, 245 (1988) (citing state statutory authority that qualifies parks and recreation as public purposes for county’s condemnation proceedings).

public uses, additional justifications or conditions may be required, like the pursuit of an urban development plan as in *Kelo*.

One observation about takings litigation is that private landowners tend to rely on theories from the other property law principles discussed herein to demonstrate whether a compensable taking has occurred. Particularly often, these challengers allege that government zoning decisions overregulate their private property to the extent of a *de facto* taking, triggering the *Penn Central* analysis. An example of this interplay between regulatory takings and zoning appears in *Ocean Palm Golf Club Partnership v. City of Flagler Beach*, where a Florida appellate court found the city’s refusal to change its comprehensive plan did not amount to a taking under the conventional framework. Plaintiff Ocean Palm Golf petitioned for its closed golf course to be rezoned from a recreational zone to a low-density zone so the owners could then develop the parcel. While the court recognized that a government’s inaction in response may constitute a taking under certain circumstances, Ocean Palm Golf’s situation was distinguishable as an attempt to force the city to “act as a guarantor for the landowner’s investment after it becomes unprofitable due to, not the zoning regulations, but outside market forces.” Because plaintiff’s parcels as a whole retained economic beneficial use, the court found no regulatory

---

81. See, e.g., McCord v. Hous. Auth. of City of Atlanta, 246 Ga. 547, 551 (1980) (finding Georgia law allowed takings for non-public use if private landowner’s remedy was option to retain land and develop it in accordance with urban redevelopment plan).

82. See, e.g., Forest View Co. v. Town of Monument, 646 P.3d 774, 779-80 (Colo. 2020) (refusing to compensate private claimants under eminent domain or regulatory taking theories where government violated restrictive covenant); see also Witzel v. Vill. of Brainard, 208 Neb. 231, 232-34 (1981) (allowing village’s eminent domain proceeding despite plaintiffs’ claim that public use behind taking violated zoning ordinance).

83. See *Ocean Palm Golf Club P’ship v. City of Flagler Beach*, 139 So. 3d 463, 471 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 2014) (attributing claims to “inverse condemnation” causes of action, where taking occurred without formal exercise of eminent domain power).

84. See id. at 472, 474 (finding sustained economic use of property, thereby finding no takings under *Lucas* and *Penn Central* inquiries).

85. See id. at 470-71 (noting trial court’s holding that property could still be used as golf course).

86. Id. at 472-73 (noting longstanding character of land in this case further distinguishes it from cases where government refusal to rezone constituted taking). In refusing to award compensation to Ocean Palm Golf, the court noted “[i]t is not the purpose of eminent domain law for government to bear the cost of the landowner’s “failed economic expectations.” Id. at 473 (attributing loss of profits to over-construction of courses, aging population of players, and increased operating costs).
taking under the *Penn Central* factors, despite the zoning bearing a disproportionate impact on plaintiff.\(^87\)

A second observation with takings litigation is that the extent of relief awarded to a successful plaintiff will depend on the magnitude of the taking, meaning whether the condemnation of the golf course is an all-or-nothing operation or is a partial taking may affect the compensation.\(^88\) Typically, partial takings are legal, where government may seize only a portion of an entire parcel of land to fulfill its project, such as taking a strip of private farmland to build a road.\(^89\) In a golf course partial taking example, the Alabama Supreme Court affirmed the payment of compensation to a landowner who suffered loss of four acres from his forty-four-acre golf course to the federal government in expansion of a U.S. highway bypass.\(^90\) A different Idaho case dealt with condemnation by the state against a city to take fourteen acres of a larger 255-acre tract that the city planned to use for adding holes to an existing golf course.\(^91\)

However, with partial takings, conflict arises primarily in the proper assessment of damages, specifically whether government must pay additional severance damages when the remainder of the non-taken land suffers a diminution of value.\(^92\) Severance damages

\(^87\) See id. at 473-74 (attributing disproportionate impact to second *Penn Central* factor of considering character of government action in favor of golf club plaintiff, but finding impact outweighed by plaintiff’s sustainable investment-backed expectations and economic value). The decision was appealed to the Florida Supreme Court, but ultimately denied review. See Ocean Palm Golf Club Partnership v. City of Flagler Beach, 160 So. 3d 897, 897 (Fla. 2015) (declining to accept jurisdiction under Florida Constitution); see also Patricia Salkin, FL Appeals Court Holds City’s Refusal to Change its Comprehensive Plan was not a Taking, LAW OF THE LAND BLOG (Aug. 2014), https://lawoftheland.wordpress.com/2014/08/21/fl-appeals-court-holds-citys-refusal-to-change-its-comprehensive-plan-was-not-a-taking/ [https://perma.cc/E5UN-UNGE] (summarizing case and reporting appeal to Florida Supreme Court).

\(^88\) See, e.g., Ocean Palm Golf Club P’ship v. City of Flagler Beach, 139 So. 3d at 473 (considering whether partial taking of golf course occurred).

\(^89\) See Abraham Bell & Gideon Parchomovsky, Partial Takings, 117 COLUM. L. REV. 2043, 2045, 2049 (2017) (claiming partial takings more common than total takings in some jurisdictions).


\(^91\) See State ex rel. Symms v. City of Mountain Home, 94 Idaho 528, 530 (1972) (noting state’s purpose for eminent domain for proposed highway construction).

\(^92\) See id. at 532 (providing Idaho statute on severance damages and affirming jury’s proper award of such damages); see also United States v. 9.20 Acres of Land, More or Less, Situate in Polk Cty., State of Iowa, 638 F.2d 1123, 1127 (8th Cir. 1981) (calculating just compensation separately based off fair and reasonable market value immediately before and immediately after taking).
awards depend on whether the taken acreage was part of a larger parcel of land as opposed to two separate parcels, and the question is practical for a jury to decide.93 Accordingly, the extent to which a government taking affects the value of the remaining land, i.e., if government takes a substantially valuable asset from the remainder of a golf course, the loss of the value relative to the remaining use of the land is a worthy consideration.94 Hence, how plaintiffs may frame their takings claims against government will involve strategic decisions on how to describe the parcel at issue and its relationship to the remaining or surrounding land.95

Lastly, the role of timeliness (or lack thereof) in takings proceedings is certainly worth observing.96 Government can dismiss its condemnation suit at any time prior to the actual acquisition of property.97 The actual acquisition gives government the legal rights to use the property, but not until the seized owner receives payment.98 In the time between filing and acquisition, ordinary delays are excusable, absent bad faith or deliberate obstruction of the proceedings.99 However, substantial delay may relieve the impacted landowner by imposing liability upon government for substantial rise in value.100 Therefore, litigants should be mindful of the extent of delay imposed by the government and whether they can establish prejudice as a result of the delay.101 This consideration

93. See 9.20 Acres of Land, 638 F.2d at 1127 (noting considerations of whether two pieces of land are effectively single parcel include “the use and appearance of the land, its legal divisions, and the intent of its owner”).


95. See Bell & Parchomovsky, supra note 89, at 2062 (noting unique economic issues in partial takings claims).


98. See id. (valuing just compensation at date of taking).

99. See id. at 504 (providing general safeguard from liability under Illinois law for ordinary delay, but not for intentional or willful conduct “calculated to obstruct or hinder the court’s administration of justice,” among other grounds for sanctions).

100. See id. at 499 (citing Kirby Forest Indus., Inc. v. United States, 467 U.S. 1, 18-19 (1984)) (finding eight years substantial delay in taking property that included golf course acreage).

101. See Pennichuck Corp. v. City of Nashua, 152 N.H. 729, 740-41 (2005) (requiring alleged prejudice “more than mere hypothetical and unlikely financial harm” and finding lack of evidence that city’s delay in filing condemnation peti-
likely goes towards a separate inquiry whether the government acted in good or bad faith in regards to a legitimate interest, though that bad faith inquiry may ultimately loop back to the third *Penn Central* factor concerning the characterization of the government action.\textsuperscript{102}

2. **Zoning**

After takings, the next most important consideration in addressing dead golf courses is the zoning schemes in which the courses rest.\textsuperscript{103} In essence, zoning is the practice of dividing land into districts dedicated to separate uses, like single-family residential, commercial, industrial, and so forth.\textsuperscript{104} Zoning ordinances are frequently intended to conform to a comprehensive zoning plan, and such ordinances are constitutional so long as they substantially relate to “the public health, safety, morals, or general welfare.”\textsuperscript{105} Contrarily, zoning determinations that do not benefit the public in effect may be struck down as an arbitrary or irrational exercise of the government’s police power.\textsuperscript{106}

Zoning classifications and designs may vary based on how states divide their local governments, but the designations follow similar structures across the country.\textsuperscript{107} In a New Hampshire town example, golf courses are listed under commercial recreational facilities, which are allowed in designated commercial/industrial districts.\textsuperscript{108}


\textsuperscript{103} For further discussion of the importance and relevance of zoning, see infra notes 104-120, 184-198, 247-277 and accompanying text.

\textsuperscript{104} See, e.g., Vill. of Euclid, Ohio v. Ambler Realty Co., 272 U.S. 365, 380 (1926) (describing zoning ordinance that classifies land into use, height, and area districts).

\textsuperscript{105} Id. at 395 (holding constitutionality of comprehensive zoning plans, or ‘Euclidean’ zoning).

\textsuperscript{106} See, e.g., Nectow v. City of Cambridge, 277 U.S. 183, 187-89 (1928) (finding due process violation in ordinance that injured individual plaintiff and was not indispensable to general plan).

\textsuperscript{107} See 12 C.F.R. § 390.304 (including subdivisions and departments created and expressly authorized by state statutes, excluding inner subordinate or non-autonomous divisions, agencies, or boards).

Golf courses may also fall within recreational facilities, and the town’s Zoning Board of Adjustment may grant an exception to the zoned use and allow operation within residential and community business districts. In another example, but from a county-wide ordinance in Colorado, golf courses are listed under parks and open space, and allowed in rural, urban residential, some nonresidential, and some mixed use districts. A Michigan township’s zoning ordinance lists golf courses as outdoor recreation requiring a special land use permit, with additional regulations on golf courses in particular. Similarly, an Alabama city ordinance permits golf courses in agricultural districts, permits special exceptions in residential districts, and classifies golf courses as outdoor recreation facilities but not as open space.

When a local private plaintiff challenges a zoning or planning decision, these claims may inherently involve the same legal theories as takings analyses. For example, in *Dunes West Golf Club, LLC v. Town of Mount Pleasant*, the challenger alleged the city’s decision to rezone golf course property for conservation and recreation purposes instead of allowing residential development constituted a taking under both *Lucas* and *Penn Central*. The South Carolina buildings may be erected or altered for the following purposes only and subject to the following regulations and limitations . . . C. Commercial recreational uses.

109. See id. at 30-32, 82 (permitting special exceptions for non-commercial golf courses in residential, rural residential, and rural residential-agricultural districts and permitting special exceptions for commercial and non-commercial golf courses in community business districts).


113. For further discussion on golf course takings cases arising from zoning disputes, see supra notes 83-87 and accompanying text.

114. See Dunes West Golf Club, LLC v. Town of Mt. Pleasant, 401 S.C. 280, 313-14 (2013) (alleging rezoning was *per se* taking because it “eliminated all economically beneficial use of the claimed developable land” and rezoning was regulatory taking “functionally equivalent to the classic taking in which government directly appropriated private property or ousts the owner from his domain”).
Supreme Court disagreed, noting the golf course “remains a valuable property, not only as a golf course, but also for other, related uses permitted by the [ordinance].”\textsuperscript{115} Similarly in \textit{Wensmann Realty, Inc. v. City of Eagan}, but in the context of a larger planning scheme, the Minnesota Supreme Court found the city’s refusal to amend its comprehensive plan – thereby disallowing residential development on a golf course – passed rational basis review as the court upheld the city’s concerns in preservation of recreational space and historical land use.\textsuperscript{116} The property owner further alleged the denial to amend the plan was a regulatory taking despite passing rational basis review, though the court refused an ultimate determination on the question due to factual disputes.\textsuperscript{117}

Thus, an emerging pattern appears that government will prevail in both takings and zoning disputes where it may advance justifiable public purposes for eminent domain use or legitimate reasons for its zoning decisions.\textsuperscript{118} Government enjoys a healthy amount of deference towards zoning decisions because these practices are manifestations of the government’s police power and because they are legislative matters, which are presumptively valid.\textsuperscript{119} Provided the government does not infringe upon its constituents’ constitutional rights, perhaps by discriminating against race or class through zoning, then its zoning classification decisions will likely stand against scrutiny.\textsuperscript{120}

\textsuperscript{115} Id. at 321 (finding government’s adjustment of “benefits and burdens of economic life to promote the common good” legitimate). Before the decision reached the South Carolina Supreme Court, speculation arose that the \textit{Dunes West Golf Club} decision would be the first of many lawsuits concerning failing golf courses in the state. See Prentiss Findlay, \textit{Dunes West fighting to build 32 homes}, Post \& Courier (Nov. 2, 2016), https://www.postandcourier.com/news/dunes-west-fighting-to-build-32-homes/article_ad84539b-61bc-57a2-9b4a-110665926537.html [https://perma.cc/6FUK-BT94] (interviewing South Carolina Golf Course Owners Association president, predicting “[i]t was just a matter of time before someone challenged [the new municipal zoning]” and acknowledging urgency in state supreme court hearing case).

\textsuperscript{116} See Wensmann Realty, Inc. v. City of Eagan, 734 N.W.2d 623, 627, 631 (Minn. 2007) (giving great deference to city’s judgment).


\textsuperscript{118} For further discussion of courts authorizing government takings power, see \textit{supra} notes 51-102 and accompanying text.


\textsuperscript{120} See id. at 391 (noting courts’ caution to find zoning ordinances unconstitutional “as it is not the court’s function to pass upon the wisdom or expediency of municipal ordinances or regulations”).
3. **Covenants**

Covenants, restrictions, and conditions, hereinafter referred to broadly as ‘covenants,’ are the third type of relevant land use control, and these formulate as contractual rights or obligations imposed upon owners of real property. These rights and restrictions “run with the land,” meaning future possessors of the property are bound by the terms of the declaration. However, for the covenant to run with the land, it must be the intention of the original grantor, declarant, or parties for the covenant to do so for the burden or benefit of the successors in interest. Depending on state law, courts may find other characteristics essential to the enforceability of the covenant, too. Examples of such characteristics might include the covenant’s relationship to the use or enjoyment of the land (“touch and concern” the land) or that a successional relationship exists between affected parties (‘privity’). This legal tool varies in nature from zoning and takings because covenants exist as agreements between private parties, whose legal dispute may call upon government actors to decide whether such agreements should ultimately be enforced under state law.

Golf course litigation arising out of state courts often debates the existence and enforceability of an implied restrictive covenant.


123. See id. (providing text of declaration stating “[t]he following . . . covenants . . . shall be deemed to run with the land, shall be a benefit and a burden to Declarant, its successors and assigns . . . .”).

124. See, e.g., Winn-Dixie Stores, Inc. v. Dolgencorp, LLC, 746 F.3d 1008, 1030-33 (11th Cir. 2014) (comparing interpretations of covenant state law in Louisiana, Mississippi, and Florida).

125. See Cloud, 857 P.2d at 440 (requiring covenant to “closely relate to the land, its use, or its enjoyment” to fulfill “touch and concern” requirement); see also Misita v. Conn, 138 So. 3d 138, 142 n.6 (Miss. 2014) (quoting Clement v. R.L. Burns Corp., 373 So. 2d 790, 794 (Miss. 1979)) (finding privity in someone who “stands in the shoes or sits in the seat of the owner from whom he derives his title” and enhancement of value, conferred benefit, or imposed burden on land sufficient to “touch and concern” land).

126. See, e.g., Shelley v. Kraemer, 334 U.S. 1, 20 (1948) (finding racially restrictive covenant violation of Fourteenth Amendment Equal Protection Clause). While covenants more typically involve issues in state law granting their enforceability, *Shelley* was notable in that the Supreme Court struck the covenant down as an improper extension of the state’s use of its police power that violated federal protections. See id. at 21-22 (“[I]t would appear beyond question that the power of the State to create and enforce property interests must be exercised within the boundaries defined by the Fourteenth Amendment.”).
which “raises and fastens upon” title of a lot and prevents use of that lot “in a manner detrimental to the enjoyment and value of neighboring lots sold with express restrictions in their conveyance.” Restrictive covenants prohibit certain uses or acts, whereas affirmative covenants require certain uses or acts. Further, express restrictions in covenants are bound to state law principles of contract interpretation. Whether the restrictive covenant is implied, however, requires courts to look into the intent of the common grantor in effectuating the restriction as part of a common plan. Accordingly, enforcement of the restriction involves a weighing of equity and consideration of whether the land purchaser had knowledge of the restriction. A finding of an implied restriction as such may contravene express written restrictions found in property deeds, so courts may hesitate in definitively finding and enforcing such implied covenants.

The above state law interpretation of an implied restrictive covenant comes from a Nebraska Supreme Court case, where the court found an implied restrictive covenant required the property at issue to be maintained as a golf course because of surrounding homeowners’ reliance on such maintenance. Similarly, in a different case from Arizona, the court found enough evidence of notice and intent for an implied covenant requiring continued use of property as a golf course, notwithstanding the lack of the same burden on

130. See Skyline Woods Homeowners Ass’n, Inc., 276 Neb. at 805 (determining grantor’s intent not only through deed language, but also through “related written documents, including conduct, conversation, and correspondence”).
131. See id. (requiring actual or constructive knowledge).
132. See id. at 806 (“[B]ecause implied restrictive covenants mandate relaxation of the writing requirement, courts are generally reluctant and cautious to conclude implied restrictive covenants exist.”).
133. See id. at 810 (concluding “homeowners who bought their property relying on the proximity and existence of the golf course should be protected”). As practical recommendations following the Skyline Woods case stated, “[a]ttorneys should always draft their covenants, restrictions, and easements explicitly . . . .” Daniel J. Hassing, FORE! A Heads-Up to Nebraska Real Estate Attorneys After the Skyline Woods Golf Course Case, 1 Neb. L. Rev. Bull. 37, 43 (2009), http://lawreview.unl.edu/?p=582 [https://perma.cc/3NCV-X685] (emphasis in original) (warning of litigation costs now that Nebraska courts may find restriction by implication).
other neighbors. In a more recent Eleventh Circuit case that aligned itself with the Arizona case, the court affirmed the Alabama Supreme Court’s decision that an implied restrictive covenant existed demanding a golf course property to be used as such in what the court called “an abstract question of law.” Here, the Eleventh Circuit gave weight to different methods from state case law that may indicate whether the original grantor intended a common scheme of development, plus neighboring homeowners’ expectation that the golf course property in question would indeed remain a golf course. These cases demonstrate that a covenant’s overall effect on a dead course will depend on considerations of the land grantor’s intention, surrounding property owners’ own expectations and conditions, and equity for the covenant’s challenger – altogether in an imperfect, unclear calculus.

B. Fairway Factors: The Role of Community and Ethics

The legality of these land use controls does not automatically qualify such practices as ‘moral’ or ‘ethical.’ In areas of law and morality where no public consensus exists, private interests may

---


135. In re Heatherwood Holdings, LLC, 746 F.3d 1206, 1214 (11th Cir. 2014) (noting sufficiently similar facts to Shalimar and questioning economic feasibility, estoppel, and notice as related to covenant’s existence).

136. See id. at 1215, 1218 (considering written restrictions in deeds, plats showing restrictions, actual conditions, and acceptance of conditions by lot owners). Three years after the Eleventh Circuit’s decision, the Heatherwood Hills Country Club reopened the golf course to the public. See Rick Karle, Heatherwood Hills Country Club reopens after 8 years, WBRC (Aug. 12, 2017), https://www.wbrc.com/story/35688632/heatherwood-hills-country-club-reopens-after-8-years/ (reporting “resurrection” of golf club against odds of other failing courses); see also Guy Cipriano, The hills are alive again, GOLF COURSE INDUS. MAG. (May 8, 2018), https://www.golfcourseindustry.com/article/heatherwood-hills-golf-alabama/ [https://perma.cc/63KT-YLMZ] (detailing bankruptcy and ensuing reopening process).


prevail over the public good.\textsuperscript{139} To determine which legal tool fits best for different scenarios of dead courses, this Comment gives consideration to two basic theories of ethics, utilitarianism and deontology, to guide responsible public policy.\textsuperscript{140}

Because these ethical theories will be applied to assess the benefits to the community, a conscious understanding of the idea of ‘community’ is a preliminary matter.\textsuperscript{141} According to one definition, community refers entirely to “a feeling and a set of relationships among people,” whose members share history, trust, safety, belonging, and care for each other in an individual or collective context.\textsuperscript{142} Since community is dependent upon people’s outputs for each other, locations such as golf clubs and organizations are not communities themselves; rather, they serve as venues for communities to form and meet members’ needs.\textsuperscript{143}

However, community cannot be reduced merely to a relationship oriented towards fulfilling common needs.\textsuperscript{144} One study identified common “core elements” of communities according to philosophy, psychology, and sociology, including themes of “physical proximity, shared, group, bounded, interaction, belonging, and support.”\textsuperscript{145} Other considerations of a community may include its sustenance, its symbol, freedom of territory, process of actions, diversity, and tangibility, though these may be less applicable to communities at issue around dead golf courses.\textsuperscript{146} Accordingly, this Comment uses ‘community’ to refer to people with common inter-

\textsuperscript{139} See id. at 408 (noting individual judge’s conception of morality inevitably guides resolution, and “moral theory can be ignored only at the peril of the law and those who administer it”).

\textsuperscript{140} For further discussion of utilitarianism and deontological ethics, see infra notes 153-160 and accompanying text.


\textsuperscript{142} See id. (stating purpose of communities to meet “common needs”).

\textsuperscript{143} See id. (observing great variance in formation and organization of communities – i.e., through shared culture or experiences, through formal or informal institutions).


\textsuperscript{145} See id. at 190, 192 (suggesting derivative definition for community as “group of people that interact and support each other, and are bounded by shared experiences or characteristics, a sense of belonging, and often by their physical proximity”).

\textsuperscript{146} See id. at 188-89 (defining or giving examples of such themes).
ests or goals concerning dead courses, with additional emphasis on physical and geographical proximity to the golf course parcel at issue—and as follows, golf courses may involve multiple communities whose visions conflict with each other.147

The definition of ‘community’ becomes more skewed when it is attached to ‘development’—the idea of which inherently invites competing interests over land use.148 Actual community development action may flow from those with exclusive ownership of the property at issue; however, a potentially separate ‘sense of ownership’ may exist within a different community that might influence public involvement and support in the development.149 Sense of ownership manifests in perceived control of the process, the outcome, and the distribution, which entails questions of whose voices are heard, who has influence over decisions, and who will be impacted in the end.150 When interests clash, the result is a decline in trust from community members towards the developer or decisionmaker.151 Though not a determinative factor in this Comment’s analysis, decisionmakers should not undermine trust, as it may reconcile parties’ disparities and ultimately guide effective public policy.152

After defining the invested communities, the next step is to figure how to advance their interests righteously and effectively, for which basic considerations of ethics can help.153 Here, ethics refers to the traditional philosophical understanding, and not the idea of

---

147. See id. at 190 (depicting how definitions of community may vary by discipline of respondent).
149. See id. at 53 (implying political undertones to sense of ownership).
150. See id. at 53-55 (considering how sense of ownership develops through temporal and spatial community activities).
151. See id. at 56 (noting role of risk and authority in quality of trust).
152. See Christopher A. Cooper, H. Gibbs Knotts, & Kathleen M. Brennan, The Importance of Trust in Government for Public Administration: The Case of Zoning, 68 PUBL. ADMIN. REV. 459, 464 (2008), retrieved from https://www.jstor.org/stable/25145624 [https://perma.cc/5ZJG-C7RE] (finding trust in government important as it “has the potential to relieve the tensions between political accountability and managerial flexibility”).
153. See Thomas R. Bender, Irons v. Ethics Commission: Missing Pieces, 58 R.I. Bk J. 7, 7 (June 2010) (asserting “laws are enacted because they serve and benefit the public’s interests, not the private interests of individual legislators to the detriment of the public interest”).
'legal ethics.' The ethical theory that appears most uniformly applicable to disputes in dead golf course usage would be utilitarianism, which mandates the result that brings "the greatest amount of good for the greatest number." In other words, a decision on land use may be "objectively right" if it "will produce the greatest amount of happiness on the whole; that is, taking into account all whose happiness is affected by the conduct." Utilitarian ethics could help guide government officials in deciding which zone classification will bring the best objective benefit to the community, or in deciding whether an alternative use of the golf course is necessary for the general public that would justify the use of eminent domain. A second theory of ethics that could guide golf course decisions going forward is deontology, which asserts that certain moral duties guide the actions and choices of individuals. This duty would mandate respect and dignity towards humanity as a whole. Thus, while utilitarianism might help guide broader pol-
icy practices like comprehensive planning, perhaps deontology is better at helping government resolve its conflicts with discrete populations or special interests in golf course disputes—although these two theories of ethics are not necessarily at odds with each other.160

Lastly, ethical considerations permeate through arguments about golf’s proper place in today’s society, in which some critics debate whether the sport should continue to exist at all.161 For example, golf has had a not-so-distant history of segregation, and surveys of professionals have revealed a lukewarm attitude towards increasing diversity.162 Alongside these observations of racial and sexual inequality within the sport, critics are also quick to note the political and classist undertones of golf culture itself.163 Interest-

160. See Timothy M. Sandefur & Steven Greenhut, Eminent Domain, INDEP. INST. (Jan. 31, 2006), https://www.independent.org/events/transcript.asp?id=114 [https://perma.cc/TA5V-NEDF] (identifying deontology, which “says that an official has unbreakable obligation,” as one justification operating alongside obligation to “promote good consequences for the greatest number” (internal quotation marks omitted)).

161. See, e.g., Margot Harris, This woman is going viral for her hilarious anti-golf TikToks, but she’s not in it just for the laughs, INSIDER (May 29, 2020), https://www.insider.com/anti-golf-tiktok-viral-abbie-richards-2020-5 [https://perma.cc/U3Y3-LVQF] (noting social, economic, environmental, and political implications of golf); Jordan Pearson, Reclaim the Golf Courses, VICE (Mar. 1, 2018), https://www.vice.com/en/article/7x7qge/reclaim-the-golf-courses [https://perma.cc/E8QE-86C] (advocating for total ban on golf, urging reclamation of golf course property as accessible public spaces “without destroying anything else in the process, except a hobby for people who scrape profits from the work that the rest of us do”).


163. See, e.g., Nick Paumgarten, Inside the Cultish Dreamworld of Augusta National, NEW YORKER (June 14, 2019), https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2019/06/24/inside-the-cultish-dreamworld-of-augusta-national [https://perma.cc/QF4K-KGT9] (characterizing Augusta National as “oligarchs’ play ground . . . for the rich and powerful” with plenty of white male C.E.O. members); see also Beatrice Harvey, Power, Pollution, and Golf, PRINDLE POST (Apr. 18, 2019), https://www.prindlepost.org/2019/04/power-pollution-and-golf/ [https://perma.cc/H3GK-L8Y3] (observing tendency for golfers to be wealthy “and that the golf course is a place where hierarchy and prestige are not only respected but built into the very foundation of the culture”). Harvey further equates golf culture to capitalist power with former President Donald Trump as prime example, citing “elitist attitudes and expectations” that continue to shadow over the sport. Id. (describing
ingly, players try to leave politics aside when on the green, but partisan bias may still appear in golfers’ views on proper etiquette, norms of playing, and perhaps most importantly, whether the status quo of private club exclusivity is acceptable. Finally, critics cite the detriment to the environment that golf brings, notably through water depletion and pollution. Proponents respond by claiming that courses offer a secondary use as wildlife refuge areas, though no clear consensus remains on this rebuttal. These are just examples of how golf is no stranger to ethical dilemmas, and therefore dead course decisionmakers may need to look past the immediate property owners’ interests to the concerns or experiences of outlying impacted community members who may also have stake in the land use.

164. See Larry Bohannan, Is it possible to take politics out of golf these days?, DESERT SUN (Feb. 27, 2017), https://www.desertsun.com/story/sports/golf/2017/02/27/possible-take-politics-out-golf-these-days/98479546/ [https://perma.cc/8YJR-KLDW] (idealizing golf as “arena where partisanship could be suspended for 18 holes,” noting both former Presidents Barack Obama and Donald Trump’s “unquestioned great love for the game”); see also Sam Weinman, How Republicans and Democrats differ . . . on the golf course, GOLF DIGEST (Nov. 6, 2018), https://www.golfdigest.com/story/how-republicans-and-democrats-differ-on-the-golf-course [https://perma.cc/ZH6X-838H] (describing golf as “politically agnostic,” but comparing survey results showing conservative golfers’ tendency to follow rules more closely and to allow private club to “do whatever it wants”). This view on private clubs’ rights is roughly analogous to political arguments on “state’s rights” that should be free from outside agency interference. See id. (contrasting liberal golfers’ desire to uproot status quo of private club exclusivity).

165. See Sewell, supra note 19, at 342-43 (noting usage of 312,000 gallons of water daily for watering golf courses and alerting risk of chemical runoff into local water); see also Harvey, supra note 163 (providing harmful environmental effects of golf balls, sheer size of acreage, and pesticide use).

166. See Sewell, supra note 19, at 334-36 (describing benefit of open acreage to bird and bat conservation). But see Harvey, supra note 163 (conceding “no clear consensus” on biological conservation and ecosystem management, and disruption of wildlife is inevitable upon building of course). This lack of consensus is partially due to the difficulty in measuring quantifiable, objective impacts on golf courses, compared to the qualitative, intangible benefits that guide the arguments on both sides. See Miquel Salgot & Josefina C. Tapias, Golf courses: Environmental impacts, 6 TOURISM & HOSP. RESEARCH 218, 219 (May 2006), https://www.jstor.org/stable/23745310?seq=1 (adding that “environment” itself is also complex, subjective definition).

III. HAZARDS & HANDICAPS: THREE CASE STUDIES

Three distinct scenarios from three different states offer a glimpse into how the land use controls arise in intra-community conflicts. In Ohio, an eminent domain dispute is en route to the state supreme court, involving the state historical society’s attempt to reclaim Native American burial grounds from a private golf course to open for full public access. In South Carolina, a wave of golf course closures has led to vicious debates between residents, developers, and local government over the necessity of rezoning to accommodate redevelopment. Lastly, an Arizona community has faced frustration over failed performance of a covenant requiring continued use of an unkempt property as a golf course. As follows in Section IV, these case studies demonstrate whether these land use controls can achieve fruitful use of the golf course property in an ethical way.

A. Buckeye Birdie: Ohio as an Eminent Domain Pioneer

Eminent domain allows government the unique power to intervene and take control over a property dispute where interests clash. The standout case from Ohio that demonstrates this inter-
vention is a dispute involving a sacred Native American architectural site beneath Moundbuilders Country Club in Newark. 174 Known as the Octagon Earthworks, the site is part of perhaps “the largest, best-preserved and most precise geometric earthworks in the world,” but the golf club extended its existing lease over the site until 2078. 175 In May 2019, the Licking County Common Pleas Court authorized the Ohio History Connection’s (“OHC”) use of eminent domain over the site, upholding OHC’s “public duty to operate, protect and maintain the Octagon Earthworks and promote the state memorial for public use.” 176 The following January 2020, a state appellate court affirmed, demanding that the golf club, “in the interest of optimal usage and preservation, now needs to give way to full public access” to the Octagon Earthworks. 177 Then in July, the Ohio Supreme Court announced it would take the case on further appeal. 178

The Ohio Constitution provides that “[p]rivate property shall [n]ever be held inviolate, but subservient to the public welfare.” 179 Ohio case law interprets this as only allowing the exercise of emi-


175. See id. (noting extension was quiet maneuver in 1997).


nent domain powers “for the common good.”¹⁸⁰ Yet, the necessity of the exercise for public good appears rather broad, as Ohio courts understand the public use requirement as “reasonably convenient or useful to the public . . . .”¹⁸¹ In the most recent Moundbuilders case from January 2020, the Ohio Court of Appeals found public access to the Native American remnants sufficient to allow eminent domain, and likened the site to a “public park” with presumed public use.¹⁸² Upcoming in April 2021, defendant-appellant Moundbuilders Country Club will argue in front of the Ohio Supreme Court that OHC failed to meet its burden in proving “good faith” in its appraisal offer, and that the district court failed to weigh competing public interests in finding that the taking was “necessary” for the public good.¹⁸³

B. Concerned Carolinians: South Carolina’s Zoning Disputes

Zoning provides an element of flexibility to both government and private citizens, as there is less of an imperative for government to aim towards specific projects or populations and there is more room for community sway.¹⁸⁴ However, as golf courses meet their demise in even the promised land of South Carolina, disputes in zoning decisions plague the people, as this flexibility in options results in discord.¹⁸⁵ Across the state, golf courses continue to lose

¹⁸⁰. State ex rel. Ohio History Connection, 148 N.E.3d at 621 (providing eminent domain power inherent in state).
¹⁸¹. Id. (quoting Sunoco Pipeline L.P. v. Teter, 63 N.E.3d 160, 176 (Ohio Ct. App. 2016)) (noting appellee Ohio History Connection’s argument that acquisition of golf course lease was “necessary”).
¹⁸². See id. at 622 (finding Moundbuilders did not meet burden of showing lack of necessity).
profits, shift ownership, and harbor tensions between developers and residents. At the Island West community in Beaufort County, residents “vehemently” opposed a developer’s initiative to rezone the golf course so as to allow a hotel, commercial buildings, and patio homes on the course. The private operator of the golf course confirmed the sale of the course to the developer, resulting from the golf course losing money. In the same county, Sanctuary Club sold at a foreclosure auction in January 2020. With a finalized recent change in ownership of the yearlong overgrown club, residents struggle with general uncertainty and lack of communication about development plans. Near Columbia, Windermere Club filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy in July 2020 to avoid foreclosure, and now an outside investor may help continue operations. Neighborhood groups oppose residential development but have attempted to work out a solution with the owner. These are just a few courses that exemplify an ongoing trend from prior years of bankruptcies, closures, and rezoning controversies around the state.

Zoning decisions must comply with the South Carolina Local Government Comprehensive Planning Enabling Act of 1994.

186. See Kacen Bayless, Bluffton area golf course could be rezoned and developed. Neighbors are fighting back, ISLAND PACKET (Mar. 2, 2020), https://www.islandpacket.com/news/local/article240699271.html (mentioning two other courses were auctioned this past year due to financial problems).

187. See id. (citing concerns in traffic, construction, flooding, and loss of property values).

188. See id. (reporting no final development proposal and no submission of rezoning plans to county).


190. See id. (attributing uncertainty to golf business in general since Great Recession).


192. See id. (including solutions such as continuing course operation or leaving land undeveloped for conservation or recreation purposes).


rezone a parcel of land – or amend a zoning regulation or map – the governing authority or its delegated planning commission must hold a public hearing on the amendment, with conspicuous prior notice. The comprehensive plan, through which zoning ordinances exist, must be reviewed every five years and updated every ten years. The state does not have a constitutional requirement to rezone a municipality in whole at a single time. This process of citizen involvement is an asset to the practice itself as it may allow for more accurate representation of the community at large, though perhaps at the expense of efficiency of repurposing altogether.

C. Dry & Dead: Arizona’s Covenant Gridlock

As an outlier compared to takings and zoning, covenants involve legal issues that may exist outside the purview of government action. To see how covenants may cause years of confusion absent non-judicial government involvement, consider one Arizona developer’s legal battles. A court ruling in 2019 marked the intended end of a longstanding dispute concerning the dilapidated Ahwatukee Lakes Golf Course. In *Swain v. Bixby Village Golf Course, Inc.*, the Arizona Court of Appeals affirmed that a covenant required continued restoration and operation of a golf course on

---

195. See id. § 6-29-760 (noting governing authority may authorize planning commission to hold hearing in its place).

196. See id. § 6-29-510(E) (“The local planning commission shall review the comprehensive plan . . . to determine whether changes in the amount, kind, or direction of development . . . make it desirable to make additions or amendments to the plan.”).

197. See Momeier v. John McAlister, Inc., 231 S.C. 526, 531 (finding city could rezone small area, “so long as its action is not arbitrary or unreasonable”).


199. See Powell v. Washburn, 211 Ariz. 553, 559 (2006) (upholding restriction in covenant that was more stringent than zoning ordinance, reasoning enforcing intent of parties involved is “cardinal principle”).

200. For further discussion of Ahwatukee and Club West delays and nonperformance of covenants despite court order, see infra notes 201-211 and accompanying text.

However, the feud continued, as an Arizona Superior Court judge found the owner ignored three separate restoration orders. Now, the case is on the docket for petition for certiorari by the United States Supreme Court.

The situation unfolded in May 2013, when the owner corporation Bixby Village Golf Course, Inc. closed the golf course. The following year, plaintiffs sued the Bixby corporation, claiming the closure violated the Covenants, Conditions, and Restrictions declaration as part of the property. In the years before the Court of Appeals decision, ownership transferred to an investment LLC, upon which the duty to uphold the covenant was found. Around this time, the president of the Bixby corporation, Wilson Gee, was dealing with another golf course closure at Club West Golf Course, which had been effectively abandoned since 2016 due to Gee’s financial mismanagement. Club West has since shifted ownership and is now under a new plan to minimize development while maximizing recreational amenities. However, both Ahwatukee Lakes and Club West remain vacant, lacking direction and vision on how to convert the property use.


205. See Swain, 247 Ariz. at 408 (“[Owner] placed a barbed-wire fence around the perimeter, drained the lakes, shut off all power, stripped the sod off the greens, and removed hundreds of irrigation heads.”).

206. See id. at 407-08 (noting grantor’s intention for covenant).

207. See id. at 410-12 (construing covenant to “give effect to the intentions of the parties ascertained from the language used in the instrument, or the circumstances surrounding creation of the servitude, and to carry out the purpose for which it was created” (quoting Powell v. Washburn, 211 Ariz. 553, 557 (2006))).


crossroads like these, challengers can consult the government by way of the judiciary, which may be better equipped to resolve disputes between private parties.211

IV. FORE! AN ANALYSIS ON THE EFFECTIVENESS OF LAND USE CONTROLS IN GOLF COURSE REPURPOSING

Of these three land use mechanisms that consistently arise in dead golf course disputes, each practice serves different interests by yielding varying outcomes – namely, the transfer of ownership to government through eminent domain, the regulated use of the property through zoning, and the enforcement of existing uses through covenants.212 However, when considering the issue of how to transform a dead course into an overall benefit to the surrounding community, the land use control that deserves the most use going forward is eminent domain.213 Once government acquires the idle property, decisions involving appropriate future land use or enforceability of preexisting conditions may proceed with fewer obstacles.214 A government taking may be the most extreme option, but the inference follows that subsequent government actions will be less controversial and better informed, provided the public involves itself in voicing its desired outcomes within the community.215

A. Driving the Change: Eminent Domain as Necessary Evil

Unlike dying courses, eminent domain as a practice is likely not going away anytime soon.216 Members of the general public must therefore understand that the “public use” requirement exists quite literally in their favor, and that states are at least attempting to

211. See Auther v. Furst, No. 1 CA-CV 07-0405, 2008 WL 4965347 at *4 (Ariz. App. 2008) (recognizing no “case or controversy” standing requirement in Arizona state courts, meaning those with “a direct stake in the outcome of the controversy” may challenge covenant).

212. For further discussion on legal standards and purposes of takings, zoning, and covenants, see supra notes 51-137 and accompanying text.


214. See id. at 330 (inferring state eminent domain legislation “demonstrates that states are unwilling to go as far as the Supreme Court did in Kelo” in upholding eminent domain use).

215. See Somin, supra note 74, at 2108-11 (providing survey data of public’s overwhelmingly negative opinion of Kelo).

craft legislative reform to ensure the non-abuse of government takings power.217 A broad reading of public use or public purpose would essentially yield results that generally benefit communities at large in numbers, though perhaps at the expense of the smaller, more immediate or intimately invested communities – and this is the exact result expected from a utilitarian ethics standpoint.218 Yet, difficulty lies in discerning which community has the greater influence, either through size or political power, which thereafter raises questions as to whose interests should be prioritized.219 Thus, in potential tiebreaker cases, the prevailing interest could arguably inhere within the party whose interest or stake in the land itself is more unique or precious.220

In considering the Moundbuilders dispute, common sense can lead one to the conclusion that a unique Native American burial site likely holds more concentrated irreplaceable value to that side than the land does to the golf course owner.221 This falls in line

217. See id. at 2154 (noting general public’s overall unawareness of post-Kelo eminent domain legislation); see also Edens v. City of Columbia, 228 S.C. 563, 571 (1956) (“Our controlling decisions are to the effect that ‘public use’ means just that and private property cannot be taken except for public use, without the consent of the owner.”). But see id. at 571-72 (describing range of strictness in how broadly ‘public use’ may be defined, with narrower definitions more protective of private property from government).


with the deontological theory to respect human dignity, especially in contexts where one community has an arguably more special connection to the real property itself, compared to just a financial interest.\textsuperscript{222} Government should exercise its discretion in directing the proper conveyance of property as a sort of mediator, achievable through its sovereign takings power.\textsuperscript{223} However, danger for abuse of discretion lies in this suggestion to investigate the value that each competing party attaches to the property.\textsuperscript{224} Such an inquiry implicates concerns from other areas of law that could derail the current takings and eminent domain standards, for instance, by awakening First Amendment concerns.\textsuperscript{225}

An additional consideration to the overall effectiveness of eminent domain in bringing benefit to the intended populations is the payment of just compensation.\textsuperscript{226} OHC offered the owners $800,000 for compensation, based on a fair market, good faith appraisal, which is an ongoing issue in the litigation.\textsuperscript{227} This dilemma of choosing which compensation amount to offer raises an essential question: how can “just” compensation or “fair” market value adequately account for the non-monetary, subjective value attached to


\textsuperscript{223.} See Kohl v. United States, 91 U.S. 367, 370 (1875) (recognizing government’s sovereign eminent domain right as right to purchase and condemn). But see id. at 373-74 (noting right is for government “to take private property for its own public uses, and not for those of another”).


\textsuperscript{226.} See Paige Boldt, Condemning Fair Market Value: An Appraisal of Eminent Domain’s “Just Compensation”, 1 Tex. A&M J. Prop. L. 131, 137 (2012) (suggesting Fifth Amendment imposes “public use” and “just compensation” as two distinct limitations on government’s eminent domain authority that give private parties protection of individual liberty against [sovereignty]).

\textsuperscript{227.} See State ex rel. Ohio History Connection v. Moundbuilders Country Club Company, 143 N.E.3d 614, 619-20 (affirming trial court’s finding of no bad faith even if OHC received separate appraisal that valued site more than double); see also Ohio Supreme Court sets date for ancient burial mound case, Associated Press (Jan. 15, 2021), https://apnews.com/article/newark-ohio-eminent-domain-courts-4c879646921e96f1051843a2eb789e8 (reporting Ohio Supreme Court will hear arguments on April 13 whether OHC made good faith offer).
a specific parcel of real property?228 An analysis of the role and proper valuation of “just compensation” is beyond the scope of this Comment’s focus, although an idea relevant to the Moundbuilders dispute is that just compensation aims to make up for losses in real estate development and investment, which may be easier to provide to the party operating a golf course than it would to the party with the more spiritual connection to the land that money may not fulfill.229

Another complicating factor in the Moundbuilders case is that the dispute did not involve a closure of a golf course, or even a government entity initiating the proceedings in a traditional sense; rather, the private course is still in operation as it markets its design around the earthworks, and OHC is a nonprofit entity, not dissimilar from the entity at issue in Kelo.230 Yet, these marked differences do not detract from the benefits that eminent domain may provide for dead courses.231 Namely, eminent domain could be a way for government to deliberately decide how a parcel of property should be used, and the Moundbuilders case is an example of how this may unfold in instances of competing interests.232 The large caveat with this strategy, however, is that the public use must actually be public and “not to benefit a particular class of identifiable individuals,” though Kelo helped lower this burden for the government by expanding the definition of public use.233


231. See, e.g., Berman v. Parker, 348 U.S. 26, 33 (1954) (indicating public welfare is broad and inclusive of physical, aesthetic, and monetary values, and eminent domain is “merely the means to the end”).

232. But see Kelo v. City of New London, Conn., 545 U.S. 469, 477-78 (2005) (limiting eminent domain from being used to confer private benefit upon private party, or to disguise private benefit under “public benefit”).

Although rapid changes currently surround the state of golf, the government’s use of eminent domain to acquire the dead courses does not appear as a common occurrence, perhaps due to the public disdain for the practice itself and the potential it has in causing irreconcilable conflict between the interested parties.\textsuperscript{234} Nonetheless, instances still appear of eminent domain use over golf courses.\textsuperscript{235} For example, in Chester County, Pennsylvania, a school board voted to acquire part of Meadow Brook Golf Club, despite opposition from the club’s owners.\textsuperscript{236} After almost a year of further delays and objections filed against the school district, the Chester County Common Pleas Court nonetheless upheld the acquisition in 2014.\textsuperscript{237} Aside from community backlash, perhaps governments hesitate to use eminent domain over golf courses due to a lack of resources to undertake such large projects.\textsuperscript{238} Denver, Colorado faced a lawsuit upon using eminent domain to take thirty-five acres of a golf course to build a flood prevention system – leading to a multi-million dollar loss for the city in 2019.\textsuperscript{239} In Florida, the


\textsuperscript{235} For further discussion of examples of eminent domain use against golf course parcels, see infra notes 236-240 and accompanying text.


remediation of long-term use of chemicals and herbicides at dead courses adds extra environmental concerns that may further complicate eminent domain strategy.240 Yet, these issues of strapped resources or environmental externalities may become less of a problem the sooner a decision is made for the proper use of the course.241

Despite this Comment’s advocacy for increased use of eminent domain, the ethical concerns over the proper role of government in society are most pointed in this context, as many people presumably oppose government taking their property without having a fair chance for bargaining.242 Those in favor and in opposition of eminent domain have appreciable arguments – perceivably, proponents’ assertion that taking property may lead to greater amenities and economic opportunities, or critics’ assertion that government should not liberally impose cost and delay burdens upon undeserving seized property owners.243 In the case of the disgruntled citizen who falls victim to eminent domain, there exists a sentiment that government is not treating humans with respect to their dignities and rights – deontological principles in short.244 While the state may succeed under utilitarianism by ultimately benefitting a greater amount of constituents as a whole, the individuals harmed in the process demonstrate the conflict in deontology.245 Notwithstanding this ethical conundrum, the public should at least demand as


242. See D. Zachary Hudson, Eminent Domain Due Process, 119 YALE L.J. 1280, 1293 (Apr. 2010) (“Yet, surprisingly, courts have not uniformly decided, and the Supreme Court has never definitively addressed, what due process demands when a state initiates an eminent domain action.”).


244. See City of Miami Beach v. Forte Towers, Inc., 305 So. 2d 764, 772 (Fla. 1974) (Roberts, J., concurring in part, dissenting in part) (“The American people dislike government regulation . . . and tolerate it only when they believe it to be justified by compelling considerations of public good.”).

245. For further discussion of utilitarianism and deontological ethics, see supra notes 153-160 and accompanying text.
much fairness in the procedure itself to balance with the high level of deference already afforded to the government in justifying its taking.246

B. Keeping Score: Public Participation in the Zoning Process

The public’s demand in procedural fairness relates directly to issues with the next-best land use control, zoning.247 Interestingly, the South Carolina judiciary has not been as involved in the recent zoning disputes throughout the state — at least since the 2013 state supreme court ruling in Dunes West Golf Club, LLC v. Town of Mount Pleasant.248 Considering that decision ruled against the property owner by finding no Penn Central regulatory taking in the town’s zoning amendment, perhaps property owners today would fare better if they focus their energies towards administrative processes at the local board level before hastily resorting to the courts.249 While zoning disputes certainly invoke legal questions of the legitimacy of government exercising power, much of the tension results from social and political issues that warrant compromise among the adversaries.250


Inherent in zoning disputes is the question of which community’s interests the decisionmaker should uphold foremost.\(^{251}\) As courses continue to close, a simple suggestion of dispute resolution is to give attention to those who are in immediate proximity to the golf course and to prioritize those individuals’ interests first.\(^{252}\) However, recall that physical proximity may only be one among many representative factors of the community at large.\(^{253}\) To assume that the immediate neighbors’ concerns should be prioritized when the greater municipal community could have entirely different conceptions of the best use of the land could lead to shortsighted decisions.\(^{254}\) If the community believes in its sense of ownership in the land at issue, it should be proactive in coordinating with government in deciding the necessary amenities or purposes to the land.\(^{255}\) This responsibility exists outside of the town hall meeting, and this involvement should ideally come before the issues of eminent domain or rezoning even appear.\(^{256}\) Considering rezoning application); see also Arthur J. Anderson, *Taking the Mulligan: The Land Use Regulatory Hurdles in Golf Course Repurposing*, \(^{36}\) PRACTICAL REAL EST. L. 18, 25-26 (Nov. 2020), retrieved from https://www.jsupra.com/legalnews/taking-the-mulligan-the-land-use-17390/ (summarizing opposition to developments in two South Carolina counties and concluding “numerous legal and political factors” invoked in rezoning disputes).


\(^{253}\) For further discussion on common characteristics of the definition of “community,” see supra notes 144-147 and accompanying text.

\(^{254}\) See, e.g., Sheppard v. Zoning Bd. of Appeal of Bos., 903 N.E.2d 593, 597-98 (Mass. Ct. App. 2009) (noting dispute among immediate neighbors in board’s granting of variances that “exacerbate the density problems [that Boston’s] zoning regulations were meant to address”).


courts defer to the judgment of the legislative bodies in zoning disputes under the rational basis standard, community members would find it in their best interest to ensure their concerns are heard before conflict may even arise.257

Yet, for these members to know exactly what they want in their community ahead of time may be an unreasonable demand requiring impossible foresight at times.258 Hence, the simpler route is for government actors to guide the community planning process instead, with the help of the neighborhood planners.259 These decisionmakers on zoning boards should have consistent histories of adjudications that yield net positive results, perhaps indicated by political and economic success or positive intergroup relations in neighborhoods where golf courses lie.260 The community members have the reciprocal responsibility to monitor these government actors’ conduct, and decisions by board members or state actors that are based solely on political or financial gain should raise red flags.261 Concerned citizens should scrutinize whether the state ac-

257. See City of Cleburne, Tex. v. Cleburne Living Center, 473 U.S. 432, 440 (1985) (noting general rule that legislation is presumed valid and will be sustained if classification drawn by statute is rationally related to legitimate state interest).


261. See Patricia E. Salkin, Ethics Allegations in Land Use Continue to Fill the Court Dockets, 26 ZONING AND PLANNING L. REPORT 1, 1-3 (Apr. 2003), retrieved from https://www.albanylaw.edu/centers/government-law-center/about/publications/past-publications/Documents/Ethics%20Allegations%20in%20Land%20Use%20Continue%20to%20Fill%20the%20Court%20Dockets.pdf [https://perma.cc/KA64-V6UN] (noting cases of ethical considerations as applied to architects, attorneys, bankers, planners).
tor may be misusing power or acting with malice, as may be indicated by these improper motives.262

Albeit, this monitoring process is easier said than done, and individuals’ extent of influence upon government decisionmakers could be extremely difficult to identify or evaluate.263 At the same time, the appointment of a zoning or planning board effectively calls upon these actors to choose the best outcomes for their constituents, which may entail tough decisions on finances, environment, public health, and quality of life.264 If all else, residents could at least hope that the zoning board gives proper consideration to these factors, in addition to other principles of effective land use planning.265 As applied to the South Carolina closures, the most effective course of action to manifest the citizens’ hopes is for them to appear in front of the boards and petition for consideration of these concerns, though results and effectiveness may vary.266

After the boards internalize this public feedback, government actors then face basic utilitarian questions of what land use decision will bring the greatest net benefit to the community; yet deontological principles should not be ignored in these processes.267 Government actors are in a presumably better position to protect underserved or disenfranchised populations within the community as mandated by deontological ethics, because they maintain sover-

262. See Dorr v. City of Ecorse, 305 F. App’x. 270, 277-78 (6th Cir. 2008) (awarding punitive damages for mayor’s unreasonableness).


eign power over the people. However, mere deference towards government’s rational decision making may not be enough to protect particularly vulnerable populations if their concerns are not obvious. Ideally, the government’s decision should result in an improved quality of life for the populations who engage and make their voices heard, and that cannot happen without continuous public feedback.

But even with robust public participation, governments are still imperfect entities that will inevitably ignore these populations in some zoning or planning processes, or at worse, make decisions that directly harm these populations. This risk of further damaging already vulnerable community populations exists within eminent domain use as well though, so in either case the public shall remain vigilant as to whether the land use decision skews towards an arbitrary exercise of state power.

Altogether in balancing these issues of building trust in government, minimizing burdens upon community members, and internalizing public feedback, the ideal strategy in repurposing dead

---

268. But see State v. Peeler, 321 Conn. 375, 461 (2016) (Zarella, J., dissenting) (describing “popular sovereignty” existent in American government, where “the people hold the power, and the government has only the power the people delegate to it”).

269. See Sylvia Dev. Corp. v. Calvert Cty., Md., 48 F.3d 810, 818 (4th Cir. 1995) (citing Royster Guano Co. v. Virginia, 253 U.S. 412, 415 (1920)) (providing standard for government to pass Fourteenth Amendment Equal Protection Clause zoning challenge that application of law “must be ‘reasonable, not arbitrary . . . having a fair and substantial relation to the object of the legislation’”). This would imply that government can, but is not required to internalize special circumstances for its decision to pass scrutiny. See id. (requiring only equal application of law to similarly situated persons, “[b]ut this does not mean that persons in different circumstances cannot be treated differently under the law”); see also Clayland Farm Enters., LLC v. Talbot Cty., Md., 987 F.3d 346, 356-57 (4th Cir. 2021) (requiring same standard for substantive due process zoning challenges, where state action must have foundation in reason, and not be arbitrary or irrational exercise of power).


courses should follow: government should invoke eminent domain to the extent practicable to obtain the parcel. Assessing this land use control foremost instead of opting for compounded regulation thereby avoids the issue of whether regulatory takings occur, which further minimizes the potential delay in litigating over the Penn Central factors. Once this more perceivably harmful act is complete, i.e. condemnation and payment to the private owner, the responsibility shifts to zoning boards to secure the future use of the property through the requisite zoning classification. While government would have discretion in defining the public use of the property, community members could provide input on how to best fulfill that vision of public purpose, either through participation in zoning board meetings or even earlier in the comprehensive planning process. Through the state’s administrative procedure of notice and comment, members of the public can ensure that the ethical issues under either theory that may have arisen within the community as they relate to the traditional role of golf in the state – i.e. segregation, politics, class division, etc. – are actively being fixed and geared towards a sustainable future in the community.


276. See, e.g., City of St. Charles v. DeVault Mgmt., 959 S.W.2d 815, 823-24 (Mo. App. 1997) (finding rezoning ordinances did not constitute amendment to Comprehensive Plan and eminent domain use did not conform to Comprehensive Plan).

C. Joining the Club: Covenants as Compromise

Eminent domain can be effective as an active solution to the issue of closed and abandoned golf courses, whereas zoning and public involvement could be better used as damage control or as a way to ensure that the property continues to have a beneficial use.\(^\text{278}\) However, within the context of privately owned golf courses and country clubs, government involvement is less effective as public access in the traditional sense is diminished.\(^\text{279}\) Therefore, within private courses, covenants should continue to control the land use disputes to the extent equitable; considering residents of the country clubs are the likely core of the community, their unique agreements that run with the land should be honored.\(^\text{280}\) Still, the respective local judiciary can exist as an amenable legal forum when needed to ensure these agreements are just and fair in operation, demonstrable through “the mutual benefit of the owners of all lots in the particular tract.”\(^\text{281}\)

However, a common problem with covenants appears to be how impractical they may actually operate in practice.\(^\text{282}\) The largest detriment with this situation in Arizona is the unreasonable delays.\(^\text{283}\) Perhaps a reform of covenant law is on the horizon, as Supreme Court jurisprudence is especially lacking in this area.\(^\text{284}\) An affirmed bright-line rule perhaps analogous to termination of

\(^\text{278}\). For further discussion of effectiveness of eminent domain and zoning, see supra notes 216-277 and accompanying text.

\(^\text{279}\). See, e.g., Quail Creek Prop. Owners Ass’n, Inc. v. Hunter, 538 So. 2d 1288, 1289 (Fla. App. 1989) (finding “no state action” implicated in parties’ “purely private” covenant).

\(^\text{280}\). See, e.g., Canewood Homeowners Ass’n, Inc. v. Wilshire Inv. Props., LLC, 515 S.W.3d 212, 218 (Ky. App. 2017) (upholding homeowners association’s retained right to enforce restrictive use on golf club facility).


\(^\text{283}\). For further discussion of length of litigation, see supra notes 201-210 and accompanying text.
trusts could fare well in situations such as these when the intention, reliance, upkeep of responsibilities, and succession of ownership devolve into flurry, resulting in years of mismanagement and battles of expectations.\textsuperscript{285} Although property law generally aims to appreciate the uniqueness and irreplaceability of any parcel at issue, that appreciation should not come at the expense of practicality.\textsuperscript{286}

Yet, even if the law or covenant is well established or unambiguous in the case, issues remain whether the private individuals will ultimately uphold their ends of the agreement.\textsuperscript{287} Even after the litigation finishes and there is a judgment on the enforceability of a covenant, the ensuing obligation remains upon the losing party.\textsuperscript{288} The Ahwatukee Lakes dispute in Arizona shows how willful neglect of obligations may still persist, even in the face of court orders.\textsuperscript{289}

Lastly, and perhaps to the chagrin of private country club community members, government can find its additional role in private golf course management by enacting its own covenants with private communities.\textsuperscript{290} These covenants would likely mirror zoning but recognizing Congress extended protections against racially restrictive through 1968 Fair Housing Act).

\textsuperscript{285}. See UNIF. TRUST CODE § 410(a) (2000) ("[A] trust terminates to the extent the trust is revoked or expires pursuant to its terms, no purpose of the trust remains to be achieved, or the purposes of the trust have become unlawful, contrary to public policy, or impossible to achieve."). But see Piscataway, 445 N.J. Super. at 450 (incorporating this already into its state law for termination of covenants).


\textsuperscript{287}. See 17A Am. Jur. 2d Contracts § 669 ("When performance of a duty under a contract is due, a failure to perform is a breach."). This leaves the question of what remedies are available for breaches of covenants, which operate analogously to contracts. See Wessel v. Hillsdale Estates, Inc., 200 Neb. 792, 800 (1978) (quoting Pool v. Denbeck, 196 Neb. 27, 30 (1976)) ("Injunction is an appropriate remedy for breach of restrictive covenants, a remedy at law being inadequate and leading to a multiplicity of actions and the subversion of plan of development protected by such covenants.").

\textsuperscript{288}. See Swain v. Bixby Vill. Golf Course, Inc., 247 Ariz. 405, 413 (2019) (granting resident plaintiffs injunction against golf course owner defendant’s failure to uphold covenant, reasoning “equitable considerations, such as the parties’ relative hardships, the parties’ misconduct, public interest, and adequacy of other remedies”).

\textsuperscript{289}. See Maryniak, supra note 203 (reporting golf course owner’s noncompliance with court order to restore golf use to property).

schemes within the private community or some other exercise of the government’s police power to prevent the lack of upkeep or the threat of dilapidation, perhaps in exchange for select public services. In order for these agreements to succeed, there must be a compatible goal between the private residents in the community association and the local government, which should point towards fruitful future use of the golf course. To further expand government involvement in these private communities, residents in support of preexisting private covenants or existing bylaws within the community should try to obtain additional security through positive governmental action, for example by petitioning the government to use its regulatory power to shuffle the bundle of property rights through rezoning. While such regulatory regimes may irk certain individuals with stake in the land, the deference would remain to government to promote utility for the greater impacted community if the residents support the idea, and to ensure moral land use practices exist within the community.

V. THE FINAL HOLE: CLOSING REMARKS ON THE LAND USE CONTROLS AND STATE OF GOLF

Each land use control discussed is useful in individualized ways, and so the application to dead golf courses posits distinct sets of issues in the respective communities. Eminent domain gives the government more room to be proactive in its desired use of land, and for this reason its use should be prioritized in the case of dead courses that detract from a community’s value. Yet, govern-
ment should not proceed recklessly as the practice carries high risk of upsetting community members and leaving interest groups deeply resentful for discrete losses of property ownership. Where the utility of eminent domain ends, ridding or repurposing dead courses via zoning or planning amendments appears the most well-rounded, non-offensive, and publicly accessible way to change the land. However, the broad avenues for community input here could let government have its way in the end if no consensus exists between concerned citizens behind their advocacy, or if the government fails to satisfy the expressed community concerns. Lastly for covenants, their restrictive use of golf course property will likely prove more of an obstacle than a tool in transforming golf course land, unless coupled with extra-governmental land controls geared towards a compatible end.

Though COVID-19 posits an uncertain potential shift in the longstanding popularity of golf in the future, communities should nonetheless understand the legal tools available to guide the sustained use of golf course property. Even though a golf course may lie stagnant, change is abound as comprehensive plans update, government purchases properties, private sellers pass to private buyers, and the law continues to expand. With this, the community

297. For further discussion of how government takings may spoil relations with the affected public, see supra notes 242-246 and accompanying text.


299. For further discussion of the allocation of responsibility between community members and government actors, see supra notes 251-266 and accompanying text.

300. For further discussion of ineffectiveness of covenants as a governmental tool, see supra notes 282-289 and accompanying text.


and government at large can at least work together to ensure these legal tools bring benefit to the people as intended. 303

Michael P. Schmidt*

303. For further discussion of how ethical theories can guide governments in bringing benefit to communities, see supra notes 138-167 and accompanying text.
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